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A few years ago, the relationship between mathematical research and companies was not very visible
or even non-existent in France. We thought it was a waste and that there were considerable oppor-
tunities for collaboration between research and companies, for example in the context of the digital
transformation of companies.

This has changed profoundly with the creation of the National Agency for Mathematics in Inter-
action with Business and Society (AMIES) in 2011 at the head of the network of all the mathematical
laboratories of France and more recently in 2017 with the creation of the Modeling / Simulation /
Optimization (MSO) network. This MSO network brings together laboratories that have decided to
create regional structures to federate, support and promote relations with companies under the impetus
of AMIES and some regional structures.

Cemosis is one of these regional structures, it is hosted in Strasbourg and has been created in
2013. Its main objective is to develop mathematics towards other disciplines (e.g. Physics an Health)
and entreprises.

In this talk we will present first Cemosis and its activities in general then we zoom on a 3 collab-
orations, their objectives, methodologies and the technologies used.

The first collaboration is the pilot application Eye2Brain of the EU-H2020 E-INFRA MSO4SC
project. Over 60 million people were estimated to be affected by visual impairments due to glaucoma
in 2010 and yet its primal causes are poorly understood and most of the cases are still undiagnosed.
Within the Eye2Brain project, we employ our mathematical virtual simulator (MVS) to address these
challenges. In particular we aim at describing and quantifying some biomechanical and hemodynam-
ical factors that are difficult to estimate with non-invasive measurements. The mathematical model
may face real societal challenges, in particular in clinics. Starting from standard measurements op-
erated in routine hospital visits, MVS may serve as an instrument to enrich data that help doctors to
make decisions in a non-invasive way.

In a last part we present the last two collaborations with companies focusing on reduced order
methods first in computational fluid dynamics in the automotive sector and second in heat transfer in
the energy sector.


